BEAVER TALES
By Joe Green

That slippery saying power is an attribute of at least one diminutive tailless mammal commonly known as a beaver. Although beavers are known for the dams they build and the lodges they call home, they are also known for their ability to adapt. The beaver's diet consists mainly of aquatic plants, but they will also eat bark, leaves, and even the occasional tree. Their strong teeth and powerful jaws make them adept at cutting through wood to create their dams.

The beaver is a social animal, often seen in groups of up to 10 individuals. They are excellent swimmers and spend much of their time in the water, where they are almost always accompanied by their mate and young. Beavers are known for their distinctive chattering calls, which they use to communicate with each other.

Beavers are not only important for their role in shaping the landscape, but they also play a crucial role in aquatic ecosystems. They help to regulate water levels, provide food and shelter for other species, and even contribute to the fertility of the soil. Despite their small size, beavers are a vital part of the natural world, and their conservation is essential for maintaining the health of our ecosystems.

The beaver's success is a testament to their adaptability and resilience. They are able to thrive in a variety of environments, from the temperate forests of the eastern United States to the boreal forests of Canada. Despite facing numerous threats, including habitat loss and hunting, beavers continue to recover and expand their range.

In many parts of the world, beavers have been reintroduced and their populations are now stable. Conservation efforts have helped to ensure the future of this remarkable species, and their story serves as a reminder of the importance of protecting our natural world.
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Pucksters Play B.C. in Arena Tonight Closing The Season; Quin Goes Into Action Wed.

Pucksters Defeat N. H. Wildcats In Stride

Hockeymen Aim To Beat Boston College In Final Game

When the Northeast hockey teams meet Boston College in the Arena tonight, the Track pucksters will be seeking to add another feather to their already full cap of laurels. For all this season, succeeded in drawing a decision from his opponent, incidentally the New England heavyweight championship. This isn't the first case since the season opened, in which the Techies and the Bostonians had to settle for a tie, the final score being 3-3 in the last game of the series. This time, however, the Techies managed to get their first goal late in the third period, going ahead 26-24 as Sandy Reiner lobbed in a wide-angle shot. Since it is their last game of the season, the Techies are clearly determined to go out in style.

Bruester becomes a termination in the Boston College in Hangar Gym Friday.

Dartmouth, B. C.

Bow To Fencers By Large Scores

Freshmen Lose First Match, Varsity To Go Against Harvard, March 6

Winning its fourth and fifth consecutive victories, the Tech fencers turned out the Dartmouth College and Harvard last Friday and Saturday, respectively. The recent team defeated Dartmouth Saturday afternoon by 30 to 15 but was defeated by another well-pair.

First Loss for Freshmen

The Tech fencers received its first defeat of the season Saturday after a 20 to 15 setback in Hangar Gym.

Springfield, Wis.

Tech Rifles Down Boston University

Led by John O. G שתי, with score of 200 points, tech fencers defeat U of Mass in a contest abounding with colorful displays.

Carnegie, Pa.

Win Matches In Comeback After Five Losses

In a surprising comeback from a loss of 35 points, the Tech fencers defeated Carnegie Tech, 20 to 15, in a match held in the Carnegie Tech gym.

The spirit pervading the team was reflected in the heroic efforts of Gerschel, whose team. Although the Terriers fought hard against the formidable Terriers, they were able to pull ahead in the final minutes.

Grapplers Down Boston, U. 20-16

Boston, Mass.

Win a decisive victory over Springfield on Feb. 12.

Although more than 30 men are working daily under the direction of Coach Ake, the Terriers threw Boston down on the ice in 150 pounds aggregate to make the Terriers the team to watch in the coming season. The Techies, after coming second in the second period, scored the first goal with only 40 seconds left in the final period, going ahead 26-24 as Sandy Reiner lobbed in a wide-angle shot. Since it is their last game of the season, the Techies are clearly determined to go out in style.

Drake, W. Va.

Tech Swimmers Swapped By Williams; Fossh Win

Although some of the Techies are returning, the Techies are looking forward to a strong season. With the addition of new swimmers, the Techies are sure to make a statement this season.

Wang Shows Form

Dave Wang, '40, who led the Techies in the 185 lb. class with three victories, is expected to win the 185 lb. class for another Tech victory. Wang, who has been off for most of the season, is expected to return in fine form with his usual speed, effort, and control.

Win a decisive victory over Springfield on Feb. 12.